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Abstract
If more than one articulator is involved in the execution of a phonetic task then the individual
articulators have to be temporally coordinated with each other in a lawful manner. The present
study aims at analyzing tongue-jaw cohesion in the temporal domain for the German coronal
consonants /s, , t, d, n, l/, i.e. consonants produced with the same set of articulators – the
tongue blade and the jaw – but differing in manner of articulation. The stability of obtained
interaction patterns is evaluated by varying the degree of vocal effort: comfortable and loud.
Tongue and jaw movements of 5 speakers of German were recorded by means of EMMA
during /aCa/ sequences. The results indicate that (1) tongue-jaw coordination varies with
manner of articulation, i.e. a later onset and offset of the jaw target for the stops compared to
the fricatives, the nasal and the lateral, (2) the obtained patterns are stable across vocal effort
conditions, (3) the sibilants are produced with smaller standard deviations for latencies and
target positions, and (4) adjustments to the lower jaw positions during the surrounding vowels
in loud speech occur during the closing and opening movement intervals and not the
consonantal target phases.

PACS numbers: 43.70.-h, 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the execution of a speech task, e.g. complete occlusion of the vocal tract with the lips, the
articulators involved constitute a system with multiple degrees of freedom. Therefore it is
generally acknowledged that multiarticulatory tasks are not accomplished by individual
control of each composite articulator. Instead, hierarchically ordered coordinative structures
are assumed to orchestrate spatially and temporally the individual movements, thereby
simplifying the control of multiple muscle activities (see e.g. Fowler et al. 1980).
Coordinative structures as organizational units have been included in speech production
models with radically different assumptions concerning the nature of the motor plan. Thus, for
example the Task Dynamic Model (Saltzman & Munhall 1989) is based around the concept of
key vocal tract constrictions, while the DIVA model (Guenther et al. 1998, 1999) assumes
that the goals of speech movements are defined in an auditory or perceptual space. As a
further key issue the temporal aspect of speech motor control has been given much attention
in recent years because it was found that the contributing articulators do not all start moving
at the same time but with a certain order and timed with respect to specific articulatory events
of each other (see e.g. Gracco & Abbs 1986). The focus of most studies was on the strength of
the functional linkage between varying component articulators such as lip-jaw vs. tongue tipjaw in Hertrich and Ackermann (2000) or lip-jaw vs. velum-jaw in Kollia et al. (1995) and
across varying suprasegmental conditions (stress and speech tempo in Kelso et al. 1986,
speech tempo in DeNil & Abbs 1991, Nittrouer et al. 1988, Nittrouer 1991 and Shaiman et al.
1995). Up to now, no articulatory timing data are available for varying manners of articulation
within a single set of component articulators. The general aim of the current study is to
investigate the timing of the tongue tip and jaw for the coronal consonants /s, , t, d, n, l/, i.e.
for consonants produced with the same set of articulators but different constriction degrees
and additional features such as voicing or velar opening.
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A fixed succession of articulatory events for achieving a phonetic goal has been interpreted as
strong interarticulator cohesion and evidence for coordinative structures (see Fowler et al.
1980, Saltzman & Munhall 1989). For example, for the bilabial closure a very consistent
advancement of the upper lip velocity peak for the closing movement relative to the lower lip
and jaw velocity peaks has been found (see e.g. Gracco & Abbs 1986, Gracco 1988, Van
Lieshout 1995, Kollia et al. 1995). The stability of such relatively time-locked interarticulator
cohesion has been experimentally tested by varying external parameters such as speech rate
and stress placement. The assumption is that the task-specific organizationally invariant
timing of composite articulators is achieved by a motor program which functionally organizes
multiarticulate speech movements for a phonetic gesture, while local parameters of the
pattern, such as speech tempo, are left to vary freely and are considered parameters of the
program (see Shaiman et al. 1995).
The timing between the executing organs is assumed to be almost invariant and stronger for
gestures within a phoneme than between phonemes (see Saltzman et al. 1998). The evidence
for different degrees of cohesion, termed ‘glue’ by Saltzman et al. (2000), was found by
perturbation experiments: the relative timing was shifted to a lesser degree when the
perturbation occurred within an actively controlled gesture than at the borders.
In former studies the strength of cohesion has been found to vary with several aspects, e.g.
closing movements are more tightly coupled than opening movements (e.g. Gracco 1988,
Hertrich and Ackermann 2000). Furthermore, articulators controlled by different tractvariables such as the vocal folds and velum exhibit a smaller degree of interarticulator
cohesion with the jaw than articulators controlled by a single tract variable such as upper lip
and jaw (see e.g. Gracco & Löfqvist 1994, Kollia et al. 1995) as measured by a greater
variability in timing parameters. This tendency implies that interarticulator cohesion is
stronger than intergestural cohesion. Finally, consistent timing relationships between
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articulators are more often found for the peak velocity as compared to on- and offsets of
movements (Gracco 1988, van Lieshout 1995).
Evidence for a fixed timing relationship between the upper lip and the jaw across
suprasegmental manipulations was found by e.g. Kelso et al. (1986) using a phase plane plot,
which shows the velocity of the jaw during a VCV sequence on one axis and its position on
the other. The timing relationship to the upper lip was then expressed as an angle in this plane.
This phase angle varies with phonetic identity but not with speech rate and stress according to
Kelso et al. (1986). However, later studies yielded contradictory results: the phase angle was
found to decrease if the jaw cycle duration decreased, e.g. at fast speech rate or for unstressed
syllables more of the cycle was occupied by the upper lip lowering for bilabial consonants
(see Nittrouer et al. 1988, Shaiman et al. 1995) or the tongue tip closing and closure for apical
consonants (Nittrouer 1991). These latter results indicate that rate and stress manipulations do
also affect the spatiotemporal relationships among articulators.
Most studies focused on bilabial consonants and the spatiotemporal coordination between the
lips and the jaw. Up to now, the timing between the involved articulators for different
manners of articulation has not been studied. However, a number of studies have examined
the spatial contribution of the jaw to the production of vowels and consonants with varying
manners and places of articulation. Since in the present study articulatory properties of the
coronal consonants will be investigated, only earlier results on /s, , t, d, n, l/ will be
reviewed here. Based on jaw positions, previous studies found that the jaw’s contribution
varies for these consonants, e.g. a closed and very precisely controlled jaw position is
essential for the sibilants /s/ and // in order to provide a second noise source by a small
distance between the upper and lower teeth (Geumann et al. 1999, see also e.g. Shadle 1990,
Lee et al. 1994, Howe & McGowan 2005). For /l/ a low jaw position is advantageous in order
to provide space for the more apical articulation – as opposed to a flat and laminal articulation
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– and to avoid lateral contact between the tongue sides and the posterior parts of the alveolar
ridge (see e.g. Lindblad & Lundqvist 1999 and Geumann 2001a). Geumann (2001a)
suggested that apicality also seems to play a role for the voiced stop /d/ which is then
produced with a lower jaw position than /t/, but as Dart (1991) and Geumann (2001a) pointed
out the choice between an apical or laminal articulation in languages such as French, English
and German depends on the speaker. Highly consistent results have been found for the jaw
positions during /t/, which were only slightly lower than the sibilants’ and almost as invariant
(see e.g. Kühnert et al. 1991, Keating et al. 1994, Lee et al. 1994, Geumann et al. 1999).
The present study aims at investigating the temporal coordination between the tongue tip and
the jaw for the coronal consonants /s, , t, d, n, l/ in German. As was found for spatial
parameters the jaw does not contribute uniformly to the production of the consonants under
consideration. In the first part of the results section jaw and tongue tip positions will be
analyzed for the coronal consonants. Whether the differential role of the jaw also has
consequences for the timing between the jaw and the tongue tip will be assessed in the second
part by analyzing the intervals between specific articulatory events of the tongue tip and the
jaw in VCV sequences, such as the closing movement offset and opening movement onset. In
addition to these latencies, the latencies of the peak velocities are also taken into account
because it was found that the peak muscle activation correlates quite well with peak velocities
(see Gracco 1988). One specific hypothesis concerning the timing is that if the task of the jaw
is simply to lift the tongue tip up towards the alveolars, the tongue tip and the jaw should
move in relative synchrony with any time lag attributable to differences in kinematic
properties of the articulators involved such as generally slower jaw movements as compared
to tongue tip movements (see Tasko & Westbury 2002). A third aim of this study is to
investigate the strength of temporal cohesion for varying manners of articulation. Therefore,
the variability of positions and latencies was compared for the six coronal consonants.
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In order to check whether the observed differences between manners of articulation are stable
across different conditions, the data were recorded at two vocal effort levels: normal and
speaking up without shouting. As was found e.g. by Schulman (1989) and Geumann (2001a)
the excursion of the jaw movement towards the vowel is larger in loud speech whereas the
consonants were less affected. Therefore speaking up can be interpreted as an up-scaling for
the vowel-directed movement but not the consonant-related and the closing gesture will be
mainly affected because of lower jaw positions during the vowel. If tight cohesion obtains,
then the temporal and spatial tongue-jaw coordination during the consonants should not be
affected by the lower jaw positions of the surrounding vowels. Furthermore Dromey & Ramig
(1998) showed that token-to-token variability of articulatory measures decreased for higher
levels of vocal effort. More subtle differences in timing between manners of articulation are
therefore expected to be found more easily in loud speech.
II. METHOD
A. Speakers
Five native speakers of German, one female (AW) and four male (KH, RS, SR, UR), were
recorded by means of electromagnetic mid-sagittal articulography. The age of the speakers
ranged from 23 to 31 and none of the speakers had a known history of speech or hearing
problems. They were not familiar with the aims of this study.
B. Speech Material
This study is based on the same set of data as reported in Geumann et al. (1999), Geumann
(2001a,b). The six coronal consonants /s, , t, d, n, l/ were recorded in symmetrical VCV
sequences. The vowel context consisted of /i/, /e/ and /a/. Only items with surrounding low
vowels /a/ will be considered here because jaw movements for high vowels were too small
and noisy for analysis of movement kinematics. The first vowel was always stressed and long
and the second one unstressed but unreduced. All VCV sequences were embedded in the
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carrier phrase “Hab das Verb ___ mit dem Verb ___ verwechselt” (I mixed up the verb ___
with the verb ___) and occurred equally often in the first and in the second positions.
Therefore both target sequences received contrastive sentence accent. The sentences were
repeated 6 times in randomised order which gives 12 repetitions per item and vocal effort
condition. Stimuli were presented on a computer screen.
The increase in vocal effort was elicited by instructing the subjects to speak as loud as
possible without shouting. They were told to imagine that, with the microphone turned off,
they had to be heard in the control room adjacent to the recording room. In the normal
condition, the speakers were instructed to speak at a comfortable vocal effort level. Since both
conditions were randomly varied, the loud condition was additionally marked on the prompt
screen below the test sequence.
By measuring the RMS amplitude during the vowels, we assessed whether all speakers
increased the intensity significantly (for details see Geumann 2001a). Speakers varied in the
amount of vocal effort increase. Speaker UR almost shouted; he generally spoke with the
highest intensity for loud speech and largest difference between the two vocal effort levels
(mean sentence intensity for UR for the normal condition was 61 dB and for loud condition
72 dB). The smallest changes were observed for speakers AW and KH with a change from
normal to loud vocal effort level of about 5 dB.
C. Procedure
Articulatory data were collected by using the electromagnetic midsagittal articulograph
AG100 manufactured by Carstens Medizinelektronik (for details on the measurement
principle see Hoole and Nguyen 1999). Four sensors were glued on the tongue surface by
using dental cement (Ketac). For the current study only the tongue tip sensor, placed
approximately 1 cm behind the apex, was analysed. For monitoring jaw movements three
sensors were placed on the outer and inner surface of the lower gums and the angle of the
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chin. Two sensors on the bridge of the nose and the upper incisors were recorded for the
correction of head movements.
After the recording session, data were rotated to the occlusal plane and the origin of the new
coordinate system was located at the lower edge of the upper incisors. The procedure to orient
the data with the horizontal axis parallel to the occlusal plane was as follows: The investigator
made a trace of the subject’s hard-palate during the experiment using a spare sensor. Then this
trace was aligned with a hard-palate trace taken from a dental impression placed in the
EMMA apparatus. A plastic t-bar bearing two sensors was placed on the dental impression
(resting on the upper incisors at the front and the second molars at the back) to provide a
definition of occlusal plane orientation.
The articulatory data were sampled at a frequency of 500 Hz. For further processing all
signals were downsampled to 250 Hz and low-pass filtered with a FIR filter (Kaiser window
design, -6dB at 50 Hz). Horizontal, vertical and tangential velocities were calculated and
smoothed with a further Kaiser-window filter (-6dB at 20Hz).
The measured tongue tip signal is composed of the active tongue tip and the jaw. Thus the
tongue tip signal has to be decomposed into the active tongue tip movement and the passive
consequence of the jaw movements (for an extensive overview see Westbury et al. 2002)
which is complicated by the fact that the measured jaw movement consists of a rotational and
a translational component. From MRI data (for details of data acquisition see Hoole et al.
2000) for each speaker the exact position of the mandibular condyle was obtained and
mapped onto the EMMA coordinates. Distances between condyle and outer-jaw and condyle
and tongue sensors on the midsagittal plane were calculated at the temporal mid-point of
consonant production for each speaker. The tongue to condyle distance in percent of the
outer-jaw to condyle distance was taken as a weighting factor for the jaw. This procedure,
which follows that of Edwards (1985), was applied because simple subtraction neglects the
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fact that jaw rotation affects the tongue tip to a greater degree than the tongue back. The
resulting signals are termed intrinsic tongue tip for the remainder of this article.
D. Analysis
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Figure 1: Labeling criteria: Upper to lower panel: audio signal of [asa] by speaker RS,
vertical jaw movement in cm, tangential velocity signal of jaw in cm/s, vertical intrinsic
tongue tip signal in cm, tangential velocity signal of intrinsic tongue tip in cm/s. Vertical
lines: acoustical on- and offset of the consonant (A1 and A2), for the intrinsic tongue tip and
the jaw respectively onset of closing movements (T1 and J1), peak velocity of the closing
movement (T2 and J2), offset of the closing movement (T3 and J3), onset of the opening
movement (T4 and J4), peak velocity of the opening movement (T5 and J5) and the offset of
the opening movement (T6 and J6).

Figure 1 shows the labeling criteria. In the upper part the speech signal, the vertical jaw
movement and the derived tangential velocity of the utterance [asa] are presented. The last
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two panels show the vertical intrinsic tongue tip movement and again the derived tangential
velocity signal. Movement cycles of the intrinsic tongue tip1 and jaw were segmented into
closing and opening intervals by using a 20 percent threshold criterion of the peak tangential
velocity as shown in this figure. The threshold criterion was applied because the onset of an
opening or closing movement cannot be consistently labeled by simply using a zero-crossing
(or minimum when analyzing the tangential velocity) of the velocity signal since usually
multiple zero-crossings occur during and after the target phase. As was shown by Kroos et al.
(1997) a 20 percent threshold of the tangential velocity yields the most stable results as
assessed by comparing the variability of data for selected absolute and relative threshold
values. The hold duration for the consonant was defined operationally as the interval between
the offset of the closing movement and the onset of the opening movement (see in Figure 1
time-points T4-T3 for the intrinsic tongue tip hold phase and J4-J3 for the jaw hold phase).
Even though we are aware of the fact that this interval, in which relatively little movement
occurs, is not the same as the intended target of an abstract gesture, this phase will be termed
target of the intrinsic tongue tip or jaw for reasons of simplicity.
From these landmarks latencies were computed by subtracting the corresponding time points
of the tongue tip from the jaw, with the number landmarks shown in Figure 1. The following
tongue-jaw latencies were calculated: the velocity peaks of the closing movement (LatVcl =
J2-T2), the target achievement (LatOn = J3-T3), the end of the target (LatOff=J4-T4) and the
velocity peaks of the opening movement (LatVop=J5-T5) (the abbreviations given in brackets
are used for the tables below).
Latencies were also calculated in relation to the acoustic onset and offset of the consonants.
The former was set at the end of high energy in F2 for the obstruents or a general energy drop
for the nasal or the lateral. The offset was specified at the burst for /t, d/, the beginning of
regular voicing for the sibilants, and a rise in energy for the nasal and the lateral. Because the
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intrinsic tongue tip hold phase onset and offset was well aligned with the acoustically defined
events, only the jaw closing movement offset relative to the acoustically defined consonant
onset (AcJawOn=J3-A1) and the jaw opening movement onset relative to the acoustically
defined consonant offset (AcJawOff=J4-A2) are discussed in this study. For all latencies
negative values indicate a jaw advancement and positive values a tongue tip advancement.
The latencies for consonantal target onsets and offsets were highly correlated with the
acoustic duration of the consonants which varied between the mean values of 130 ms for /s/
and 40 ms for /d/. Therefore, the latencies LatOn, LatOff, AcJawOn and AcJawOff were
normalized individually to the acoustic consonant durations, i.e. the latencies were divided by
the corresponding acoustic duration (A2-A1). Because no reasonable reference duration could
be used for the latencies of the velocity peaks, no normalization was applied to LatVcl and
LatVop.
Intrinsic tongue tip and jaw positions were extracted at the 20 % threshold of the closing
movement onset during the initial vowel (time-points T1 and J1), the target onset and offset
(T3, T4, J3, J4) and the opening movement offset during the final vowel (T6 and J6) as shown
in Figure 1. In order to abstract from individual vocal-tract size differences, z-scores were
calculated for all positional data. For computing the z-scores, speaker-specific means and
standard deviations of the jaw and the intrinsic tongue tip movement signals were calculated
for the stretches when the subjects actually spoke. The means pooled for all trials were
subtracted from measurement points and then divided by the standard deviation.
Cohesion strength was assessed by calculating statistics for the variability of temporal and
spatial parameters. As measure for the variability simple standard deviations were used
instead of the coefficients of variation; this is independent of the magnitude of the mean and
might therefore be more appropriate. However, since z scores and latencies varied around
zero, coefficients of variation could not be calculated.
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E. Data Exclusion
For the computation of latencies some data had to be excluded because for the opening
gesture towards the second /a/, no jaw downward movement could be detected and/or because
the highest jaw position was sometimes not achieved during the consonant but during the
following unstressed vowel. At normal vocal effort level exclusion was necessary for 19
percent of all /d/, 12 percent of the /n/ realizations and 27 percent of the /l/ (11, 7 and 16 items
respectively). The only sound for which some items had to be excluded at loud speech was the
voiced stop; the four instances were all produced by speaker SR.
These numbers of exclusion and their specific distribution, i.e. only voiced consonants, can be
interpreted in terms of an obligatory closed jaw position for the voiceless obstruents on the
one hand and either a transitory lower jaw target (no turning point) or no obligatory jaw target
at all for the voiced coronals on the other hand. The latter assumption does not seem to hold if
the data for loud vocal effort are taken into account for which exclusion was restricted to 4
voiced stops, all produced by one speaker. Since the timing for the closing movement might
already be affected if no consonant-related jaw target is reached, these items were excluded
for all latencies. For the latencies of the peak velocities items were excluded when double
velocity peaks of equal height occurred in either the jaw or the intrinsic tongue-tip tangential
velocity signal. For the closing gesture a double velocity peak occurred for 14 cases (1.9
percent) and for the opening gesture for 26 cases (3.6 percent).
F. Statistics
Analyses of variance were calculated for individual speakers and pooled over all speakers
using the script language R (R Development Core Team 2005). For the individual speakers all
valid data were included. Main effects and interactions were computed. Independent variables
were Manner of Articulation (MN) and vocal effort level (VE).
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In order to evaluate speaker-independent strategies, additionally ANOVAs pooled over all
speakers were calculated based on the data averaged over up to 12 repetitions so that each
speaker contributed only one experimental score per condition (see e.g. Max & Onghena
1999). This data reduction is necessary in order to avoid artificially inflating the error terms
and degrees of freedom. Whether manner of articulation and vocal effort affected positional
and temporal data was evaluated by calculating repeated measures ANOVAs with the withinsubject factors MN and VE. Degrees of freedom were corrected by calculating the
Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon in order to avoid violation of the sphericity assumption. Pairwise
t-tests with Bonferroni adjustments for multiple comparisons were carried out for individual
statistics and for the repeated measure ANOVAs in order to assess significant differences
between the 6 level factor MN.
III. RESULTS
A. Positions and movement amplitudes
Firstly, systematic effects of manner of articulation and vocal effort on spatial parameters
were evaluated by calculating repeated measures ANOVAS with Manner and Vocal Effort as
repeated factors. Subject means of jaw and intrinsic tongue tip positions during the first
vowel, the consonant and the second vowel and of the closing and opening amplitudes served
as dependent variables (see Table I). Figure 2 shows the displacements of the jaw (left) and
the intrinsic tongue tip (right) during the closing (upper panels) and the opening movements
(lower panels). All data are z-transformed, i.e. scaled in standard deviations. The height of the
white bars indicates the magnitude of the movement amplitudes for the normal condition and
gray bars for the loud condition. The zero line for the bars in the upper figures specifies the
articulator position in the normal effort condition during the initial /a/ for the closing
movement (see T1 and J1 in Figure 1) and the final /a/ for the opening movements in the
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lower figures (see also T6 and J6 in Figure 1). The tops of the bars correspond to the maximal
excursions of the articulators during the consonant.
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Figure 2: Positions and displacements of the jaw (left) and the intrinsic tongue tip (right)
during the closing (upper panels) and the opening movements (lower panels). All data are ztransformed, i.e. scaled in standard deviations. The height of the white bars indicates the
magnitude of the amplitudes for the normal condition and gray bars for the loud condition.
The zero line in the upper panels corresponds to the articulator position in the normal effort
condition during the initial /a/ for the closing movement and the final /a/ for the opening
movements in the lower figures. The tops of the bars indicate the position of the articulators
during the consonantal target phase.

Jaw positions during the consonant were significantly affected by MANNER but only slightly
by VOCAL EFFORT (see tops of the bars in panels on the left side). For the jaw positions
during the vowels, depicted as the lower edges of the bars, the opposite was the case: for the
vowels the jaw position was significantly lower for loud speech but manner of articulation
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affected the jaw position only slightly, reaching significance only for the second vowel.
Therefore, jaw displacements, shown in figure 2 as the height of the bars, increased
significantly for loud speech mainly because of the lower jaw positions during the vowels.

Manner effects on jaw positions during the consonant were tested by pairwise t-tests using the
Bonferroni adjustments for multiple comparisons; this yielded significantly higher jaw
positions for the sibilants as compared to /d, l, n/. The voiceless stop /t/ was produced with a
jaw position between the sibilants (no significant difference) and the voiced stop /d/. The
lateral was realized with the greatest jaw opening. The effect of vocal effort increased with
decreasing consonant-specific position, i.e. more extensive jaw lowering in loud speech was
found for consonants with an already open jaw position. However, even in the case of the
lateral the t-test did not indicate a significant vocal effort effect. Looking at individuals, four
of the speakers had a significantly lower jaw position in the loud condition during the nasal
and two speakers during the lateral. Only one speaker produced /t/ and /d/ with a significantly
lower position and no speaker varied the jaw position during the sibilants over the two vocal
effort conditions.
As can also be seen in Figure 2 jaw opening movements towards the second vowel were
smaller than the closing movements. This can be attributed to the fact the initial vowel
received the main stress and second vowel was unstressed but unreduced, i.e. not a Schwa
vowel.
====
INSERT TABLE I HERE
====
The intrinsic tongue tip position during the consonant varied with manner of articulation, with
significantly lowest position and smallest amplitudes for the sibilant /s/. // was produced with
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a significantly higher tongue tip position which can be attributed to its more retracted place of
articulation as compared to /s/. For the production of the lateral the tongue tip had to move
more than for the other consonants (not significant for /l/ vs. /d, n/). Thus, the pattern of
movement amplitudes for manner of articulation is inversely related for the jaw and the
intrinsic tongue tip: the more the jaw moves the smaller is the intrinsic tongue tip movement
(see the sibilant /s/) and vice versa for the lateral. Intrinsic tongue tip positions during vowels
were affected neither by vocal effort nor by manner of articulation. However, repeated
measures ANOVAs revealed a significant main effect of vocal effort on the intrinsic tongue
tip position during the consonant. Since the t-tests pooled for all consonants and split by
consonant did not reach significance and the difference between normal and loud speech was
very small (loud speech: mean 1.68, s.d 1.04; normal speech: mean 1.5, s.d 0.97) this result
will be neglected.
To summarize the results in the spatial domain, manner of articulation affected both the
tongue tip and the jaw positions during the consonant whereas for the vowels only the jaw
positions for the final unstressed vowels showed some significant effects for manner
variations. Generally, the results from the literature are confirmed: the sibilants and the
voiceless stop are produced with a closer jaw position compared to the remaining consonants
under consideration here. Vocal effort increase was accompanied by a significantly more open
jaw position during the vowels, while for the consonants effects were smaller and less
consistent (significant only for the nasal (4 speakers) and the lateral (2 speakers)). The
intrinsic tongue tip positions during the vowels and consonants remained unaffected by vocal
effort changes.
B. Temporal coordination
Temporal interarticulator coordination between the tongue tip and the jaw was assessed by
analyzing the latencies between the two articulators as well as between the jaw and the
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acoustically defined landmarks. In the first part, manner and effort effects on the latencies

during the consonant target phase are discussed and then in the second part the latencies of the
closing and opening velocity peaks. The aim of this section is to determine whether
differences in the spatial extent of jaw involvement are accompanied by differences in the
temporal coordination close to the constriction phase of the consonants.
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Figure 3: Normalized durations of intrinsic tongue tip (unfilled boxes) and jaw target (gray
boxes) on- and offsets for normal (left) and loud speech (right). 0 denotes the acoustically
defined onset of the consonant and 1 the offset with number of measured items.
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As was pointed out in Section II.D. the significantly longer acoustic durations of the fricatives
influence the latencies. Therefore target on- and offsets were normalized to the acoustic
consonant durations individually. Results are shown in Figure 3 with 0 and 1 denoting the
acoustically defined begin and end of the consonant respectively (see A1 and A2 in Fig. 1).
Unfilled bars show the target duration and relative timing of the intrinsic tongue tip target
achievement and release (T3 and T4 in Fig. 1), grey bars the relative hold durations of the jaw
(J3 and J4 in Fig.1). If the lower border of the white bar is close to zero, then the acoustic
onset of this consonant (A1) is at the same time as the onset of the intrinsic tongue tip target
phase (T3). The height of the lower white bar shows the normalized latency of the target onset
(LatOn), i.e. how much later the jaw achieves the target as compared to the tongue tip. For
example the lower white bars for /t/ of speaker AW is longer than for /l/ which corresponds to
a longer positive onset latency for /t/ than for /l/ and therefore to a later jaw target
achievement for /t/ than for /l/. In contrast, in only one case, /s/ of speaker UR, no lower white
bar but a grey bar is shown which indicates a negative onset latency and that the jaw achieves
its target earlier than the tongue tip. Accordingly, the height of the upper white bar gives the
normalized latency of the onset of the opening movement (LatOff), i.e. the interval during
which the jaw has already started the opening movement and the tongue tip still maintains the
target position, indicating a negative offset latency (see e.g. /s/ for all speakers). If no upper
white bar is shown and the grey bar is overlapping the upper edge of the white bar, as e.g. for
/t/ of speaker RS, then the tongue tip starts the opening movement before the jaw,
corresponding to a positive offset latency.
The results of ANOVAS for individual speakers are given in Table II with Manner and VE
(vocal effort) as independent variables and the normalized latency between tongue tip and jaw
movement at the target onset (LatOn) and at the target offset (LatOff) as dependent variables.
Positive values indicate that the jaw moves later and negative values that it moves earlier than
the intrinsic tongue tip. Furthermore, the differences between the acoustic onset and offset of
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the consonants and the jaw target onset and offset (AcJawOn and AcJawOff) were also
analysed in order to check whether the specified events of jaw movements are coordinated
with acoustically defined landmarks such as the on- and offset of nasality or the burst noise.
====
INSERT TABLE II HERE
====

Generally, on- and offsets of the intrinsic tongue tip tend to vary with the acoustically defined
on- and offsets, shown in Figure 3 as the close proximity of the upper and lower edges of the
white bars with the horizontal line at 0 indicating the acoustical onset and the line at 1
indicating the acoustical offset respectively. There are also some less well aligned examples:
For the post-alveolar sibilant the intrinsic tongue tip hold interval was longer than the
acoustically defined consonant (shown by the longer white bars overlapping over the two long
horizontal lines at 0 and 1 in Figure 3, especially clear for speakers RS and SR) which can be
attributed to the fact that the tongue tip sensor is probably placed in front of the relevant
articulator for the post-alveolar and therefore does not capture all parts of the relevant
movement for the constriction. Only speaker KH, whose articulation of // was much more
fronted, had a shorter plateau for the post-alveolar fricative compared to the acoustic duration.
The intrinsic tongue tip plateau also frequently exceeded the acoustically defined consonant
offset for the voiced stop (see especially speakers RS and SR). This can be attributed to the
difficulties in labeling the end of the plateau since during /d/ most speakers showed a high
amount of lingual forward and downward movement, probably due to its more apical
articulation as reported in the introductory section.
The consonantal target was generally reached first with the tongue tip and then with the jaw,
indicated by the lower white boxes in Figure 3. This short time lag might be attributable to
specific kinematic properties of the involved articulators, such as generally slower jaw
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movements as mentioned above in the Introduction. Only for the alveolar fricative of speaker
UR did the jaw reach the target before the tongue tip.
Manner of articulation had significant effects on the timing between the tongue tip and the
jaw for several articulatory events. For the stops the onset latency (LatOn) was longer as
compared to the other consonants which implies a longer jaw delay as shown by the longer
lower white bars in Figure 3. This was significant for four speakers and for the tests pooled
over all speakers. Furthermore, the onset of the jaw opening movement was consistently
somewhat later than or happened at the same time as the onset of the tongue tip opening
movement (no upper white bars) for the voiceless stop, whereas the jaw started its opening
movement only rarely before the tongue tip for the other consonants (upper white bars).
Relative to the acoustic onset of the consonant the jaw reached its target latest for both stops,
as shown for the variable AcJawOn (only /d/ for speaker KH) and started its opening
movement latest (AcJawOff). Therefore the gray boxes in Figure 3 are shifted towards the
upper end of the white boxes for the stops. For the other consonants the jaw target interval
tends to be centered in the middle of the tongue tip target interval with positive onset
latencies, i.e. the jaw reaches its maximum later than tongue tip, and negative offset latencies,
i.e. the jaw starts its downward movement before the tongue tip.
Comparing the two sibilants /s/ and // the jaw target achievement was significantly earlier for
/s/ than for // for three speakers. The jaw also tended to start the opening movement earlier
for // but this was significant only for two speakers.
Vocal effort affected the tongue-tip jaw coordination only inconsistently. As can be seen in
Table II, only for speakers KH and UR did vocal effort increase have a significant main effect
with a later jaw target achievement for both speakers and a later jaw target offset for speaker
UR (see lower with boxes in Figure 3). Latencies pooled over all speakers (Table III),
however, did not show significantly different means for vocal effort increase. Interactions
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between the two factors manner and vocal effort were significant in some cases, e.g. for

speaker RS the jaw started its downward movement early for /t/ and later for // when spoken
loudly. However, no consistent pattern of vocal effort effects on the timing parameters during
the consonant could be found.
===
INSERT TABLE III HERE
===
Time points further away from the consonant target phases were also affected by manner and
vocal effort variations as shown in Table IV. The velocity peak latency of the closing gesture
(LatVcl) indicated no significant manner dependent variation when all speakers were pooled.
For individual speakers the timing of the closing velocity peaks did vary with manner of
articulation, but no consistent pattern could be found. Most consonants were produced with a
slight jaw advancement, apart from speakers KH and UR for /l/ and speaker RS for // who
showed a later closing velocity peak for the jaw. Vocal effort affected LatVcl of /s/ for three
speakers with an earlier jaw velocity peak in loud speech. The latency of the opening velocity
peaks was negative and longer for // (for speakers AW and KH also for /s/ ) than for the other
consonants, i.e. the jaw velocity peak occurred earlier than the intrinsic tongue tip velocity
peak for the sibilants. Another tendency was that in loud speech the jaw velocity peak
occurred later after /t/, which was significant for 3 speakers and for pooled speakers.
====
INSERT TABLE IV HERE
====
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Summarizing the results for manner effects, it was found that two differential patterns emerge
for the six analyzed coronal consonants: The first pattern looks more symmetrical with a jaw
target achievement occurring shortly after the tongue tip target achievement and the jaw target
offset before the offset of the tongue tip. Therefore the jaw hold interval is always shorter than
the tongue interval and lies approximately in the middle of the tongue tip target interval. As
can be seen in Figure 3 for most speakers the sibilants and the sonorants are produced with
this timing pattern. The second pattern is asymmetrical in the sense that the jaw target is
achieved in the second half of the tongue tip target phase and the jaw also starts its opening
movement later than the tongue tip. This pattern emerges for the two stops (see also Figure 3).
For vocal effort, due to a high amount of speaker-dependent variability, only some tendencies
could be observed: The consonants with the least spatial variability as well as the highest jaw
position, i.e. /s, , t/, showed very inconsistent differences in the onset and offset of the jaw
target. Significant timing differences, reported in Table IV, were always in the direction to
accommodate both requirements: a lower jaw for loudly produced vowels and a high jaw
target for segmental needs. For example, for the alveolar fricative /s/ the latency of the
velocity peaks of the closing movement slightly decreased (as shown in Table IV, column
MN:VE for LatVcl, significant for speakers KH, RS and UR), i.e. the jaw reached its peak
velocity somewhat earlier than the tongue tip in normal condition (mean=-10 ms) and with a
more pronounced advancement in loud speech (mean = -18 ms). This seems to be a possible
strategy in order to anticipate an early onset of the jaw target, whereas for // and /t/ the jaw
target onset did not matter as much. For the voiceless stop a high jaw position has to be
maintained until the burst. Because of the required lower jaw position for the following vowel
in loud speech the necessary jaw displacement increases, which in the case of /t/ also leads to
a later jaw opening velocity peak (mean for all speakers for the normal condition: -9 ms vs.
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loud: 6 ms). As shown in Table IV this is significant for the speakers AW, RS and UR as well
as the pooled speakers.
C. Spatial and temporal variability
In order to assess the interarticulator cohesion the standard deviations of temporal parameters
were compared for the analyzed consonants assuming that temporally more precisely
articulated consonants exhibit a stronger interarticulator cohesion. Standard deviations of
intrinsic tongue tip and jaw positions during the consonant were also analyzed in order to
compare the relevance of the two articulators for the coronal consonants. Results of repeated
measures ANOVAs and pairwise t-tests are given in Table V. Concerning the spatial
variability, the jaw positions clearly varied less during the voiceless obstruents /s, , t/. A
generally higher variability for loud speech was observed for the jaw positions, which is
contrary to the results of Dromey & Ramig (1998). The accuracy of intrinsic tongue tip
position during the consonant varied neither with manner of articulation nor with vocal effort.
For the offset latencies LatOff and AcJawOff significantly smaller variances were obtained
for the sibilants as compared to the lateral and the voiced stop. The velocity peak latency of
the closing movement was significantly more variable for // than the other consonants.
In conclusion, during the consonants significantly less spatial and temporal variability was
found for the sibilants whereas for the voiceless stop only the spatial jaw positioning was
more precise than for /n, l/ but not the timing.
====
INSERT TABLE V HERE
====
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IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This study investigated the timing between the tongue tip and the jaw of the German coronal
consonants /s, , t, d, n, l/ in a low vowel context. We hypothesized that the contribution of the
jaw differs for various manners of articulation and that this is reflected in the strength of
cohesion between the tongue tip and the jaw. The strength of the cohesion was investigated by
analyzing the variability of temporal and spatial parameters. Vocal effort changes were
introduced as a control condition. The assumption was that consonants with a tight temporal
and spatial coupling between the tongue tip and the jaw should not change due to vocal effort
variation. We obtained the following results:
(1)

With respect to tongue-jaw coordination, two different patterns emerged: a symmetrical
one with later jaw target onsets and earlier offsets within the tongue target phase, and an
asymmetrical pattern with a late jaw target onset and an offset which occurs
approximately simultaneously with the tongue tip target offset. The sibilants /s, / were
produced predominantly with a symmetrical pattern and the voiceless plosive with an
asymmetrical one. For the remaining coronal consonants /d, l, n/ a preference for a
symmetrical pattern could be observed but with a high amount of speaker-dependent
variability.

(2)

Increasing vocal effort had very little consistent effects on the analysed timing
parameters during the consonants. However, the timing of velocity peaks was affected
for two consonants: the jaw closing velocity peak was advanced for /s/ in loud speech
and the jaw opening velocity peak was delayed for /t/ in loud speech.

(3)

Sibilants were produced with the least amount of spatial and temporal variability. The
voiceless stop showed reduced variability only in the spatial domain. The remaining
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consonants /d, n, l/ were generally more variable and the sonorants also more frequently
affected by the vocal effort condition.
These results will be discussed in terms of lingual-mandibular coordination for producing
different manners of articulation, and implications for speech motor control.
A. The role of the coordination between the tongue tip and the jaw
The most striking result of this study is the very consistent difference in lingual-mandibular
timing between the voiceless stop on the one hand and the sibilants on the other hand. For the
remaining consonants, which were also produced with a lower and more variable jaw
position, speakers varied in their preferred timing pattern. This confirms the results from
previous studies that the jaw does not contribute uniformly to the achievement of consonantal
coronal constrictions. In this section various explanations for the emergence of these two
timing patterns will be discussed.
As was suggested in the introduction, a late jaw target for the voiceless stop is produced in
order to achieve a salient burst. In Mooshammer et al. (2003) we argued that the explosion
noise might be enhanced by an obstacle noise source, namely the lower teeth. Among stops it
is only the alveolar in which the lower teeth are immediately downstream of the place of
articulation, and indeed current evidence suggests that bilabial or velar stops are generally
produced with lower and more variable jaw positions (see e.g. Lee 1996, Hoole and Kühnert
1996). This assumption is supported by the high and almost invariant jaw position which was
found in most studies for /t/. Furthermore, a late jaw target, starting the opening movement
somewhat later than the tongue tip, was not obligatory for the voiced stops, which were fully
voiced for all speakers in the current study. As can be seen in Figures 3, only speaker SR
exhibits an asymmetrical timing pattern with a late jaw target in this case. Finally, in
Geumann (2001a) it was found that for three speakers the jaw was significantly lower during
the voiced stop compared to the voiceless, which can be attributed to an accommodation to
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the jaw targets of the neighboring vowels (see also the higher contextual variability for /d/ as
found in Geumann 2001a). This option does not exist for the voiceless stop since a prominent
burst is required. It is an interesting hypothesis that the well-known fact that the voiced stop is
produced with a weaker and less audible burst (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996), might partly
be attributable to the lower jaw position and the earlier jaw opening movement onset.
An alternative or additional factor might be that the asymmetrical pattern of the tongue-jaw
coordination is a consequence of the target planning: Fuchs et al. (2001, in press) and Löfqvist
& Gracco (2002) hypothesized that for stops the articulator aims at reaching a target planned
above the constriction location (palate or upper lip) for ensuring a rapid pressure build-up.
Furthermore a target above the palate also has the advantage that no precise positioning of the
tongue or lower lip is required for the stop as opposed to fricatives, for example. Hence, when
the tongue tip crashes into the palate before reaching its target, the jaw might still continue to
move upwards to achieve its planned goal. Evidence for these considerations can be found by
the late jaw target achievement compared to the fricatives and the sonorants, but palate impact
alone cannot explain why the jaw opening movement is timed with the burst and why a high
and less variable jaw position seems to be an obligatory characteristic of /t/.
B. Implications for Speech motor control
Generally, our results confirm that coordinative structures orchestrate individual articulators
in a task-specific and flexible manner in order to reduce the degrees of freedom. On the one
hand the same executing organs, tongue tip and jaw, can act together and - by combining a
variety of spatial and temporal patterns - create distinctive sounds. The tongue tip and jaw are
temporally highly fine-tuned but not necessarily moving in synchrony as was shown here for
the voiceless stop. Therefore, the analysed articulators can move quite independently of each
other and recombine in a flexible manner. On the other hand the temporal patterns during the
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consonantal target regions were quite stable across two vocal effort conditions which speaks
for a high degree of cohesion for producing coronal consonants.
It was proposed by Gracco (1988) and Hertrich & Ackermann (2000) that opening
movements are produced with a lesser degree of cohesion than closing movements (see
Introduction). In contrast, we found that the onset of the opening movement and the relative
timing of the contributing articulators at this time point might even be crucial for
distinguishing different sounds. Even though the analyzed consonants are not solely
distinguished on the basis of the two observed movement patterns, symmetrical and
asymmetrical, the latter pattern seems to aim at the production of a prominent burst and
therefore provides important cues for the contrast between the voiced and the voiceless stops
(by additionally less raising the jaw for the former) and the contrast between different places
of articulation. Besides implications for the kind of control underlying the observed
kinematics, this result also supports the assumption that intergestural cohesion is stronger
within segments than in-between (see e.g. Saltzman et al. 1998) and that – as suggested by the
perturbation experiment of Gomi et al. (2002) – the cohesion is stronger during the
achievement of the goal than further away. In the current study consistent temporal
adjustments due to changes in the condition, namely vocal effort, were mainly found at the
peak velocities, i.e. during the transition between successive targets (see also delayed jaw
peak velocity after /t/ in loud speech). The timing of the consonantal target onsets and offsets,
however, was not consistently affected by vocal effort changes.
As was already discussed the jaw’s task varies significantly for the analyzed consonants. Even
though many studies emphasize that the jaw is more sluggish due its heaviness than other
articulators, the speaker seems nevertheless capable of controlling jaw positions and its
movement course in a very exact way. As was found by Lindblom & Lubker (1985) subjects
can judge the amount of jaw movement more accurately than their tongue movements. The
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authors argue that – besides the perceptual distinctiveness – the higher awareness of the
speaker for jaw positioning might play an important role for the tendency to favor contrasts
along the dimension of opening for the composition of vowel systems. Our study suggests
that the speaker’s higher awareness of jaw positions is probably exploited for the distinction
of consonants to a greater degree than assumed in earlier studies.
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ENDNOTES
1 For reasons of consistency the intrinsic tongue tip signal was used for labeling for all
consonants, even though there is some variation in place of articulation: the sibilant // is
usually more retracted than the alveolar consonants.
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Table I: Manner (MN) and vocal effort (VE) effects on the jaw (left) and intrinsic tongue tip
(right) positions during the first vowel (V1), the consonant (C) and the second vowel (V2) and
on the closing and opening displacements. Statistics are based on repeated measures
ANOVAs with Greenhouse-Geisser ε corrected degrees of freedom. Results of pairwise t-tests
with Bonferroni adjustments are also given with < indicating lower positions or smaller
displacements.
Jaw

Intrinsic Tongue Tip

MN

VE

MN:VE

MN

VE

MN:VE
0.468
2.34 9.36
0.78

Position
V1

ε
df
F

0.429
2.14 8.57
1.75

1
14
13.05 *
N>L

0.576
0.319
2.88 11.5 1.59 6.38
3.61 *
0.22

1
14
3.6

C

ε
df
F

0.359
1.8 7.18
26.9 ***
s>dnl, t>nl

1
14
7.74 *

0.262
0.419
1.31 5.23 2.1 8.38
3.63
16.96 **
s<tdnl, t>l

1
0.493
14
2.46 9.86
77.7 *** 3.24

V2

ε
df
F
p

0.57
2.85 11.4
7.19 **

1
14
12.41 *
N>L

0.321
1.6 6.42
0.87

1
14
1.04

0.481
2.41 9.62
23.76 ***
s>nl, td>l

1
14
14.4 *
N<L

0.295
0.386
1
1.47 5.89 1.93 7.72
14
4.95
13.48 **
0.74
s<tdn<l, <dn

0.302
1.51 6.04
0.74

0.321
1.6 6.41
32.56***
std>l, s>n

1
14
15.1 *

0.368
0.422
1
1.84 7.36 2.11 8.44
14
4.03
25.39 ***
6.89
s<tdn<l, <dn

0.333
1.66 6.65
3.39

Amplitude
Clos ε
df
F
p
Op

ε
df
F
sig.

0.372
1.86 7.45
1.66

0.49
2.45 9.8
1.59
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Table II: Manner (MN) and vocal effort (VE) effects on onset and offset latencies between
the tongue tip and the jaw (LatOn and LatOff) as well as between the acoustically defined

onset and the jaw target achievement (AcJawOn) and the acoustically defined offset and the
jaw target offset (AcJawOff). Statistics are based on two-way ANOVAs for individual
speakers. Results of pairwise t-tests with Bonferroni adjustments are also given with >
indicating a later jaw timing.
Subj.
AW
MN
VE
MN:VE
KH
MN
VE
MN:VE

RS
MN
VE
MN:VE

SR
MN
VE
MN:VE
UR
MN
VE
MN:VE

df

LatOn

LatOff

AcJawOn

AcJawOff

5
1
5
125

32.41 ***
2.50
1.61
td > n > sl

31.38 ***
0.90
1.05
td>nsl

44.48 ***
0.41
0.68
td>n>sl

54.29***
7.85**
0.17
d>t>sn>l

5
1
5
129

2.27
4.26*
0.14
L>N

7.56 ***
5.55 *
1.07
tl>snd
L>N

4.33 **
1.82
0.43
d>snl

10.71***
11.10**
2.07
d>snl, t>l
L>N

5
1
5
114

17.83 ***
0.15
2.39*
N: t> nsl
L: t>nl, d>n

22.61 ***
1.73
0.91
t>nlts>

24.05***
1.17
1.24
t>dsnl, d>l

44.19***
0.03
2.98*
N: t>dsnl, d>l
L: td>snl

5
1
5
105

27.00 ***
0.20
0.69
d>t>sln

27.54***
0.65
1.62
td>s, tdnls>

29.08***
0.01
0.66
d>tnls, t>ls

50.43***
1.15
1.20
d>tnls, t>s

5
1
5
129

21.94 ***
32.20 ***
1.59
td>nls, >ns
L>N

16.08 ***
0.87
5.69 ***
N: tsl>n, tl>
L: ts>nl, d>

14.30***
27.88***
0.70
dt>lns
L>N

21.15***
0.16
3.94**
N: t>ln, ds>n
L: dt>snl, s>l
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Table III: Manner (MN) and vocal effort (VE) effects on onset (left) and offset (right)

latencies between the tongue tip and the jaw (Lat) and acoustically defined landmarks and the
jaw (AcJaw). Statistics are based on repeated measures ANOVAs with Greenhouse-Geisser ε
corrected degrees of freedom. Results of pairwise t-tests with Bonferroni adjustments are also
given with > indicating later jaw events.
Onset
Lat

ε
df
F

AcJaw ε
df
F

Offset

MN

VE

MN:VE

MN

VE

MN:VE

0.344
1.72 6.88
6.65*
dt>ls, d>n

1
14
2.74

0.356
1.78 7.11
2.46

0.653
3.26 13.05
3.90*
t>

1
14
0.27

0.466
2.33 9.33
0.6

0.386
1.93 7.71
7.21 *
d>nls, t>ls

1
14
0.9

0.358
1.79 7.16
1.66

0.453
2.27 9.06
7.83 **
td>snl

1
14
10.01 *

0.403
2.01 8.06
1.54
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Table IV: Manner (MN) and vocal effort (VE) effects on latencies of the closing (left:
LatVcl) and opening (right: LatVop) velocity peaks. Statistics for individual speakers are

based on two-way ANOVAS and the statistics pooled overall speakers are based on repeated
measures ANOVAs with Greenhouse-Geisser ε corrected degrees of freedom. Results of
pairwise t-tests with Bonferroni adjustments are also given with > indicating later jaw events.

AW
df
F
KH
df
F
RS
df
F
p
SR
df
F
UR
df
F
All

ε
df
F

MN
123
5
2.24
127
5
10.62 ***
ls>, l>ndt
106
5
4.97***
>sld
105
5
46.42***
tndl>s, >l
127
5
7.34 ***
tsdn>l
0.291
1.45 5.81
0.85

LatVcl
VE
1
0.07

1
2.72

1
6.44 *
N>L
1
6.60 *

1
1.42
1
14
10.12 *

MN:VE

MN
121
5
5
1.78
44.26***
d>tnl>s
121
5
5
2.74 *
11.63 ***
s: N>L
l>td, ln>s
112
5
5
1.83
47.03***
s: N>L
tndls>, dnt>s
102
5
5
0.63
29.70***
n: N>L
lnd>st>
120
5
5
1.09
14.72***
s: N>L
sldnt>
0.432
0.522
2.16 8.63 2.61 10.44
0.85
8.16 **
nldst>

LatVop
VE

MN:VE

1
4.56 *

5
1.62
t: N<L

1
3.33

5
1.19

1
5.56 *
N>L

5
5.82 ***
t,d: N<L

1
0.87

5
2.38 *

1
8.71**
N>L
1
14
19.51*

5
1.89
t: N<L
0.313
1.56 6.25
2.2
t : N<L
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Table V: Manner (MN) and vocal effort (VE) effects on standard deviations of positions
(upper part) and onset latencies between the tongue tip and the jaw (Lat) and acoustically

defined landmarks and the jaw (AcJaw). Statistics are based on repeated measures ANOVAs
with Greenhouse-Geisser ε corrected degrees of freedom. Results of pairwise t-tests with
Bonferroni adjustments are also given with > indicating more variability.
Jaw
Pos

ε
df
F

Intrinsic Tongue Tip

MN

VE

MN:VE

MN

VE

MN:VE

0.445
2.23 8.91
7.16 *
ln > ts

1
14
8.93 *
L>N

0.413
2.07 8.26
2.59

0.476
2.38 9.52
1.11

1
14
1.08

0.358
1.79 7.17
0.88

Onset

Offset

MN

VE

MN:VE

MN

VE

MN:VE

ε
df
F

0.303
1.52 6.06
1.42

1
14
0.01

0.385
1.92 7.7
0.96

0.425
2.13 8.5
4.76 *
ld>s

1
14
0.05

0.37
1.85 7.39
0.4

AcJaw ε
df
F

0.311
1.55 6.21
1.56

1
14
0.44

0.402
2.01 8.05
1.26

0.48
2.4 9.61
11.99 **
dlt>s, n>

1
14
0.18

0.328
1.64 6.56
0.23

LatV ε
df
F

0.323
1.62 6.46
10.3 *
>sntd

1
14
1.61

0.377
1.88 7.53
1.04

0.575
2.87 11.5
1.03

1
14
1.29

0.438
2.19 8.77
1.03

Lat

